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The word reports connotes varying things to different
people. The business man would probably immediately envision
the annual report if asked about the important reports in
his business; the certified public accountant woull think
in terms of financial statements audited periodically; while
the comptroller would possibly concentrate on operating or
performance reports prepared to m^et the needs of management.
Literally, the word report , means to carry back, and
is derived from the old french verb reporter . Webster*
s
Collegiate Dictionary defines a report as an official state-
ment of facts, an account or relation, especially of some
matter specifically investigated. Still another definition
has been given that a report, whether prepared on a printed
form or blank paper, is a medium used to forward information
to others, 2 Dr. Calvin D, Linton defines a report as an
orderly and purposeful arrangement of the important facts
relating to a single topic designed to support a specific
conclusion. ^ The Navy defines a report as written narrative,
^•C, D. Linton, How to .'rite Reports
.
(New York! Harper
& Bros., 1954), p. 17.
o
I. A, Herrmann, Oiflce Methods. Systems anl Procedures .
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1950;, p. 31,








2tabular, punch card, or graphic information transmitted from
one office to another. 1
The term report as used herein will be confined to
those reports which have become known as internal managerial
reports. Attention will be directed to this concept of reports
as the working tools for management control in industry as
well as government.
In discussing management all key employees who are
called upon to make decisions will be included, for actually
it is the sales manager and the foreman in the shop who make
the decisions that really prevent waste of material and man-
power. It is the stock control supervisor rather than the pro-
duction manager who provides adequate protection of inventories.
No study of reports as the key to management control could
feasibly neglect the level at which actual control is exer-
cised. Control will be considered as including three component
processes:
1. Adoption of a plan.
2. Reporting of actual performance as compared with
the plan. 2
3. -Making decisions and taking action.
The success of a business depends upon managements'
U. 3. Navy, Reports Analysis and Control Program Manual
.
(NavExos P-614), Administrative Office, Dep nt of the Navy,
( ashington: Reprinted January 1955), P. 31.
w. S. Sutherland, "Internal Reports to Management,"
The Controller
. (April 1955), p. 176.




3decisions. These decisions should be based largely on facts
and their interpretations.
Anyone who has witnessed the growth of a large and
successful bjsinsss from small beginnings can testify
that at some x>int the growth process compels a period
of readjustment- from management through personal
supervision to the principal of management by organiza-
tion. 1
Management has three ways of obtaining information con-
cerning what 19 happening in an organization:
.1. Personal observation
2. Contact with subordinates
3. Reports
2
In any large business enterprise or in the normal
government agency it is no longer possible for the executive
to personally observe all operations or to keep in constant
contact with even the key subordinates; therefore as a
substitute, management has resorted to the technical service
of reports.
While attempting to develop the criteria for reports
and reporting systems that produce the type of reports that
can be the key to management control it must be renumbered
that reports are an aid to and not a substitute for management.
They are not an end in themselves.
The development of reports which arc worthwhile tools for
4\ F. Bradshaw & C. C. Hull, Controllershlp In Modern
Management
. (Chicago: Richard D, Irwin, Inc., 1940) p. 45.
2A. 3. Saunders & C. R. Anerson, 3usinsss Re ports .
(New York & London: MoCJraw-Hlll Book Co., 1950), p. 11.
: ieo
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4management In modern Industry and in government will be shown
through presenting first, the principles of preparation and
presentation of good reports; next, the factors of an effective
reporting system will be given; followed by a discussion of
current trends in reporting and finally, the comptrollers *
responsibilities for reports will be outlined. From these
segments it is hoped that we have conclusive evidence that]
A properly controlled, well-planned system of reports
is the hearts blood of an organisation's communication
system. Reports used to transmit Information of special
interest and importance make possible the proper measure-
ment of performance, ensure compliance with management
policy anJ proper scheduling of work, and facilitate the
coordination of widely dispersed and diversified operations.
hF. A. Lamperti & J. B. Thurston, Internal Auditing
for Management
.
(New York: Prentice-Hall, 1953), p. 231.

CHAPTER II
PRINCIPLES OF REPORT PREPARATION AS .TION
A century oil notation from Abraham Lincoln provides
a clear motivation for preparation anl presentation of reports.
It reals, "If we coull first kno •' where we are an! whither we
are tending, we could better Judge what to 10 and how to do
it." 1
Management people can wei^h results, make decisions
in new areas, an 1 i sue new instructions if they have become
acquainted with the essential related facts. Efficiency
at the top depends almost entirely on the report coverage and
lity of the information that reaches it from all the opera-
tions of the organization. Every item should have a meaning
and it certainly should not be left to management to pick out
helpful items from a maze of statistical and other lata. 2
Good management calls for a minimum of reports giving
the right kin' of current information. Reports can be a
great benefit to business, but they can also be a great burden.
"Fewer, but better reports,"* should be the slogan of any
*U. 3. Army, Office of Comptroller of the Army, 0C3,
Headquarters, A practical Julie to Review aril ln:ly^i j
. ( /ash-
in^ton: department of t i Army, 'larch 1954), P. 1.
pcLamperti & Thurston, op. clt .. p. 281,
*X. E. Jarchow, "The Influence of Reports on Top Man
ment Decisions," The Controller
.






member of an organization who is responsible for report pre-
paration, according to the vice-president arrl controller of
International Harvestor Company. The controller of the DC Laval
Steam Turbine Company believes that "management Is overloaded
with non-digestible figures.
Mindful of these comments, let us look further into
the techniques of preparing and presenting reports. Effective
preparation of a report requires consideration of the manner
of presentation, for a report that will be given an oral re-
view at time of presentation certainly need not be as detailed
as one tint will first be discovered by management in his lonely
office as he empties his incoming mail basket.
As previously cited, the wor.l reports literally means
2
to carry back. The meaning alone infers that a report is not
original information. From management engineering we learn
that when the element of transportation is Involved a recori
becomes a report. Since it is estimated that there are
25,000,000 cubic feet of government records In storage the
need for selectivity in preparing reports from the recoris
available should be evident.
*tf, A. Neuman, Jr., "Simplifying Management Reports,"
The Controller
.
(October 194-9), P. 463."
2Linton, op. cit .. p. 17.
*c. Clewlow, Lecture delivered to The Navy Graduate







7If report readers had time to examine all pertinent
data for the selves, report writing would cease to be a needed
profession. Both business and government have far too many
glib, superficial advisory reports which give little or no
help to the man that must make decisions. It is necessary that
a thorough analysis be made to determine the principles of pre-
paring a crood report,
Mr, J. F. Lillis, Comptroller of the Burroughs Cor-
poration, has summarized these basic principles of report
preparation as follows:
1, Make it accurate,
2, Make it complete. .
3, Make it fulfill its primary objective. 1
Since the objective of all reports is to induce the reader to
take the ri^ht kind of action how can we insure that a report
will induce proper action?
First, a thorough analysis must be made of all per-
tinent data. Before we can analyze, however, we must make
certain through orderly collection of information that at least
a representative -random sampling of data has been accumulated
and properly classified. For financial reporting this is rel-
atively easy if the accounting system and the chart of account
•^The American Management Association, Reports to Top
Management for affective Planning and Control , ed. Elizabeth
Martin?, (New York: American . ::.-r cement Association, 1953) p. 7.
1 II
r
8have been tailored to the organization and have been designed
to facilitate the communication of results.
Secondly, the results mu?t be interpreted to reveal
the problem clearly, and Indicate desired action. The inter-
preter muit be a person who not only understands the figures
presented, but also be thoroughly familiar with the organiza-
tion as a whole and its relation to the broad business and
economic point of view.
Thirdly, the presentation of the report must be care-
fully considered in advance. The appeal of a report is con-
ditioned largely by the lefiniteness with which the writer can
Judge the equipment of the reader. The writer must have knowl-
edge of the vocabulary of the field in which he is employed 9*
Proper timing is very important in report presentation and is
the means of arousing a receptive attitude.
Six situations which sharpen the appetites of management
' for reports:
1. Situations that indicate that control is re uired.
2. Attitudes of the controllers and accountant's
staffs.
3. Informal talks between executives of different
organizations.
4. Company auditors' reports.
5. Technical, business, and educational publications.
6. Advise of management consultants.2
Ht m P. Baker & A. G. Howell, The Preparation of Reports .
(New York: The Donald Press Co., 1933), p. 54.
Sutherland, op. clt .. p. 175.

9Obviously circumstances of th« climate in which the company
operates dictate the approach in each case.
Fourthly, some sort of follow-up is re ; aired to see
that recognition is >?iven the problem an! that action Is taken.
Herein, tact and ability to recognize the opportune moment
are of immeasurable value. Many times the results are com-
pletely dependent upon perseverance at the strategic moment.
"Failure to recognize that each report is designed to
do one thing and one thin; only lies at the bottom of much
wasted time and effort, both the writer's an < reader's," aays
Mr. Linton. ^ Many times the same statistics are pertinent to
more than one report, but that certainly does not give license
to subject executives to all the data essential to the several
projects. For instance, suppose that an organization was trying
to determine the practicability of opening a retail shoe store
in a certain to.-n. At the MUM time the Navy was surveying the
area to ascertain the feasibility of opening a training center
there. Population figures, temperature, climatic conditions,
and transportation availability woull hive e ual significance
in both surveys, but the objectives of the two reports would be
completely different. In a good report the aim i? immediately
apparent at the bsginnin? and is usually summarized at the end.
A report la not a suspense story, but is praparad to create






understand in? from tin start. In lino with this thought the
format for governmental budget presentation provides the total
lines at the top of the form with breakdown figures followln .
The cursory examination If thereby facili I in that the
detail 1 figures are available, but do not becloul the end
picture.
In op ler to write a clear, concise report the writer
must have a passion for precision. His writings must be
characterize:! by honesty; objectivity, neither distorting
nor suppressing facts; rationality; completeness an 1 stylistic
unobstruslveness.
Clearness in the text depends primarily upon pre-
vision; conciseness depends almost entirely on revision. The
facts must speak for themselves.^- Simplicity an 1 sincerity
are greatest allies of forceful expression. 2
Any student of English history is familiar with Lord
Nelson's message, "England expects every man to do his duty."
He might well have rephrased his message to read, "England
anticipates that as regards the current emergency personnel
will face up to the issues an] exercise appropriately the func-
tions allocated to their respective occupation Troupa." Who
Baker & Howell, op. oit .. p. 65.
o
'.'. A. falk«r & .. .. javies, Industrial Internal 4uUt .







to lay would recall such an outstanding example of eloquence?
generally speakln* clearness an" forcefulness are obtained by
use of vigorous verbs and precise nouns. These are more Im-
pressive than Modifying adverbs and adjectives. hen possible
active verbs should be used. Effectiveness is often lost by
overburdening with, words.
The principles of report preparation and presentation
are summarized under fifteen headings. These headings are
underlined and are Urect quotations as indicated in the foot-
p
notes. The supplementary notations represent original thought
unless otherwise indicated.
1. Reports should contain only essential facts .
This relates back to the principle of bein<r ever mindful of
the objectives of the report, CJreat care must be taken to In-
sure that the report la complete an] that pertinent information
Is not withheld.
2. ^eoorts should be simple an i clear . Complexity
of style has always plagued writers in all types of writing.
By way of Illustrating that this is not a new difficulty let
us examine a letter written by Napoleon to A, de Champagny,
Due de Cadore, the then Minister of Foreign Affairs of France.
kj. S. 3ureau of the BudMt, Staff Instruction No. 7,
Suggestions for th ~ 'ritlnT of Division Reports
.
(Washington,
D. C, 1942), p. 9.
p
J. S, Heckert an; J. D, flllson, ControllsrBhlp
.





fapit| 17 January 1810
I send back your report about xRome. It strikes me as
beinsc weak, and contain a some loubtful assertions,
'•/hen^you say th ntry of the troops into the
March of Ancona was not an act of hostility, you put
yourself In t rang, m bring forwar tions
which would startle Europe.
The style is not sufficiently business like; what I
want li hard reasoning not pictures ;ueness. I will
ask you, tharafara, to remodel this report return
it to me. Generally speaking, the report has no divi-
sions or plan and leaves no impression on the mini
after it has been real.-1-
Lettres Inedites de Napoleon ler - 1810, Tome Second,
P. 4
3. reports should be expressed in language an 1 terms
fciillar to the Executives who will use them . A report show-
ing bht amount of time and material used in manufacturing; a
pro luct is more meaningful to the production foremen if ex-
pressed in man/hours and units of weight respectively rathaf
than by dollar value of cost of manufacturing,. The figure of
|4 Million is just as meaningful to the Board of Directors as
a specific $3, 999, 934.49 figure an-' does not clutter the mind
or the paper with insignificant detail.
4. Information should be presented in logical sequence .
A great deal of emphasis is $?iven today to attab11thing basic
documents, such as the budcret, in logical sequence In order
to facilitate comprehension of the wh- »• involved, A
^N. H. Borlen t S, P. 1
,
__
. lona on Us port
writing
.
(Boston: Copywrlted By the President an"i Fellows of




significant trend in this 11ns has been described by d. C.
Ludolph, in the preparation of a balance sheet, reheaded as
•the statement of financial position' In which t v ^ current assets
listings qre | ! ely followed by current liabilities . The
difference between these two totals provides lttl knowledge
of the working capital figure. This latter is. considered the
most important figure available from the balance sheet by many
corporation today,
5. Reports iau3t be accurate - This does not mean
that accounting reports are accurate to the last cent. Effective-
ness of a report is often lost through delays in order that the
accountant may check minute inaccuracies which will not effect
management decisions in any way. Many companies hive adopt?
the rounding off to the nearest dollar, thousands or millions
of dollars as appropriate to obviate needless details.
It is much more important to review reports to see
that they appear se e. A -uick eheok for t Is
provided by a comparison with previous reports and a
general sroinr-ovsr from a business standpoint*"
6. Reports should reveal significant trends and
relationships
. This principle will be developed further in
a succeeding chapter. For completeness of toll listing it is
pointed out that whether a figure represents an increase or
*0, C. Ludolph, tf decent Trends in the Presentation of
Financial Statements . The Controller , dtarch 1Q47). o. 120.
2B. Cadmus & A. J. B a Child, Int :.r ;:- 1 Control against
Fraud ani .-/aste
.






decrease in cost over that of a comparative period is far more
significant than a noting of the actual dollar cost.
7. The form of the presentation should be suited to
the executive who will use it . Any element of distrust In
graphic charts or statistics must be sensed by the reporter
and regarlless of his own feelings he must cater to the
eccentricities of the boss. Special consideration will be
given to graphic presentations unier a later chapter.
He must serve his management by beinr close enough
to them to understand their need, and to match their
thought processes with the proper method of presenting
factual information on current operations. At all times
he must be considerate of their responsibilities and the
limitations of the working lay by provi ling them v/ith
a maximum amount of information in a minimum of figures. 1
8. Reports should be timely . The time to correct
a faulty operation is when it is beginning to happen. The
frequency of reports varies with types of organization as well
as with the subject of the report. A cash position report,
or a report on spoilage coul:! conceivably be required daily.
To report progress on the construction of a major ship daily
wouli involve needless time and expense and would not provide
management with any valuable information. A fine balance is
required in the fre uency of reports to provide immediate
control over specific activities an" timely perio lie control
over more general phases of operations while still preserving
Neuman, op. clt








report timeliness. Many companies and government agenices fur-
nish management with flash reports of general fi <-ures followed
later by detailed actual statistics when available. Reports
are sail to decrease in effectiveness in direct proportion
to the time involved in preparation. Prompt reports are a
good indication of good planning and coordination. They are
devised to place the facta in the hands of the executive when
he can use them.
9. Reports should be either self-explanatory or
Interpreted . A report that presents all the essential facts
needs little interpretation. Any assumptions or reasoning used
to Interpret the report should be specifically pointed out.
10. In general the principle of "exception" should
be followed . The effective use of control by "exception" pre-
supposes the establishment of basic standards or measurements.
Variances from these standards are then reported ani the
executive may assume that any unit, function, or activity
not reported is operating accorlln^ to plan. Some executives,
however, want to see all th-3 figures, hen this is true all
the figures should be provided.
11. Reports should be standardized -here poaslble .
Basically a report form is only the vehicle for the report.
"Tj. Doris, Corporate Treasure's ani Controller's Handbook
.
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1950), pp. 801-302.
.'I»^*I
-, -.( JO€ ' B 1 i-**'"! "i 3 O- ';






Where feasible, standardization of similar reports from
different units facilitates consolidations ani eases the
comprehension process of the executive confronted with the
different reports.
12. The report design should reflect the viewpoint
of the executive . This follows with three and seven above.
There is no need to distract the front line supervisor from
the detailed data presented to him on the lay-to-day operations
for which he is responsible by provi Ling him with the overall
corporation picture of statistics required by the Board of
directors. Conversely, the Board normally has no use for the
detailed break io^n of the production center. Its understanding
should not be impaired by even the blank spaces on a form that
could be used throughout all levels of management purely because
of a desire to use a standardized form.
13. Reports mu^t be useful . External reports are
often required by directives over which management has no
control. This is beyonl the scope of this paper. Internal
reports are designed to fulfill management's requirements in
•ach individual organization, therefore, there can be no real
excuse for continuation of a report which has outlived its
usefulness. This is one of the major problems in government.
Few top executives are interested enough to weigh the usability
of the old form against adopting a new one if providing the
I i!rt
tb






new one takes additional time. The human relations problem of
resistance to change enters into this problem also.
To make a report usable it should carry only those
figures over which the receiver has some control. •*• The in-
clusion of central office overhead figures or a pro rata share
of taxes, depreciation, and insurance in a production or sales
department report gives the production or sales manager an
alibi for poor performance at increased cost. If these figures
are included they shoul alays be completely separated from
the direct and those indirect cocts figures which are readily
identifiable with the production or sales department.
14. The cost of reports preparation should be
considered . The "ve-ought-to-hiive-the-infornation-in-case-
someone-wants-to-knov,' M a proach to reporting is wasteful of
•ffort, expensive, an 1 rarely, if ever, pays its way. The mere
availability of detailed bre n figures after a good cost
accounting system has been installed does not Justify accumu-
lating all these figures regularly.
15. The cost taken in preparing a report should be
commensurate with its use . Any report worth preparing should
be checked, but any report going to top executives should be
l r7. J. Vatter, Managerial Accounting. . (New York: Prentice-






double checked. The slightest Inaccuracy shakes the con-
fidence of the receiver in the entire report.
... it woul3 be illogical to expect the rea ler to
attach a greater importance to the report than that
manifested by the writer, and sloppy grammar implies
that tha latter ascribed small importance to the matter
communicated.
1
Many times an estimate will provide adequately accurate data
and is much less expensive than actual data. If the report
is an estimate, based on the best statistics available, it
shoull be so indicated.
Of necessity reports are post mortem. They must be
prompt, accurate, complete and impartial. If so they may be
used with confidence in analyzing what has happened an- in
shaping plans for what lies ahead.
The development of sood individual reports in conform-
ance with all the principles of preparation and presentation
of reports is only the first step in this study. The next
phase is to coordinate the in lividual reports into an integrated
reporting system which will serve management effectively.





FACTORS OF AN EFFECTIVE RBPORTX1 T~M
The term reporting ay stein refers to a system of report*
ing which provides for a continuing service of intelligence
which is in consonance with a statement of what is to be
accomplished; an' a systematic procedure for determining stand-
ards
,
obtaining progress reports, and for evaluating perform-
ance and accomplishments. Basically, any reporting system
should be established to accomplish two purposes:
1. To furnish policy-making executives with the
data necessary to enable them properly to formulate the
policies for the operations under their Jurisdiction
and department heads (below the policy-making level)
with data enabling them to run their department*.
2. To supply to executives data enabling them to
determine whether they have achieved satisfactory per-
formance by measuring results obtained. 1
The development of a goo 1 reporting system calls for
attention to a number of fundamental factors:
1. Unity of ths reporting system.
2. Standardization.
3. Flexibility.
4. Relation of basic records to reports.
5. Control of reports and report forms.
6. Effect of the general economy an! the growth
trend of the company upon the reporting system.
2
^•F. H. Rowland and W. H. Harr, Bulletin? for Manage-
ment Control . (New York: & London: Harper & 3ros., 1945) p. 30,




While these faatora are somewhat self-explanatory it is believed
that they are sufficiently pertinent to establishing reports
as the key to management control to discuss them in detail.
Unity of a .Reporting. System
The relation of each report to the overall system
Mt be stuiied. In companies where a decentralized reporting
responsibility has been established some centralized control
must be assigned or luplioation of information, or perhaps,
even worse, statistics which do have real value may be entirely
neglected. Lack of centralization of the reporting respon-
sibility often results in presentation of biased iata. Operat-
ing h^ada are inclined to emphasize those statistics which
make their departments look cood. This leads to confusion and
results in wasted effort both from the reporting standpoint
and from the receiving end.
In many corporations and in the Navy reference books
of reports are prepared for inllvilual executives. To facil-
itate his comprehension an" use, reports shouli be prepared on
standard size paper with the title In the same location on all
ports. Comparative lata should be uniformly presented,
e, 3. If the first column provides actual data and the second
column shows budget data on one report this orier should be
follows! throughout, -Then the report jives data for more than





be continued on subsequent reports to facilitate selecting
related figures from one reporting period to the next. As
a secondary advantage of standardization filing and binding
are facilitated.
Flexibility
Business is dynamic. Reports uncover facts which are
dynamic. They are designed to "start thing*" lfh#B the facts
are brought to the attention of people who are responsible and
have the power to act. 1 If the system is not flexible to
changing conditions it will be deluged with requests for
special reports. Special reports are often merely a rearrange-
ment of previously presented data to m^et the particular
interest of an Individual, Every re uest for a special report
should automatically start an investigation of management
reports requirements to injure that the reporting r.ystem has
encompassed any changing situations that mi^ht have motivated
the request for the special report.
Relation of Basic Records to Reports
Unless a close relationship exists between the system
of basic records an 1 the reports to be provided management
both the record system and the reports system are likely to
be inefficient. Reports normally should flow through regular
communications channels. lood organization provides these






channels and the people reaoonsi-le for the operations of the
record system should be fully appreciative of the fact that
the records are merely a means to an en i . This relationship
has been summed up by Mr, I, D. Dawes as follows:
While there are certain basic principles of book-
keeping and auditing that must be followed an cannot
be sacrificed to the whlmc of operating wmi , neverthe-
less, the accounting system, and particularly the cost
account! n? system, should be designed primarily for the
use of the operators of the business an! not the cost
department, ... It is very important, In the installa-
tion of a cost system, to have in min the type of
reports that will be most useful to 1 orators an!
then to work back from those reports to the installation
of the cost methods that will produce them.*
In this discussion only recurrin? report! were considered,
special reports often require special treatment.
Control of Reports ?• 1 Report For I
Lack of control of reports an! font! is evidenced
by:
1, Use of different sizes an! shapes of paper for
reports,
2, Presentation of too many reports an' useless
information,
3, Overlapping and duplication of information,
4, Indefinite continuation of a ipeolal report.
To install an effective control system however, involves
1
L. Doris, op. clt .. p. 308
-ie'i o ecu
23
sailing the pnjppaa to top management. The ever Increasing
paper work responsibility of executives Is one of the serious
problems of larger industry and government. Ordinarily this
flood of papers occupies so much tlSf that executives do not
have time to solve the operatincr problems that confront them.
In 1945 representative from Ford Motors, Burroughs
Corporation, Carrier Corporation, Koppers Com- , and
Thompson Products, Inc., held a conference to consider all
phases of reportir v^lems. The^ concluded that cleanin?
up program were u°j lly limited to refinin- what 1~ in
existence; that thi criteria for tutting or keeping reports
are personal preference and preconceptionn and do not even
attempt to rebuili the structure. One of these companies,
however, was able to enlist top-management's interest and
succeeded in eliminating seventy-five per cent of its reports.'
The system used van to start on the problem with the approach
of Mwho needs to know what, and when". The company's real
performance measurement needs were defined. The result of
this apero ;ch was to cut thi number of recurrlnr reports from
560 to 140 with a reduction of the number of copies distributed
from 2,300 to 460. The presl lent foun informa-
tion he nesde3 coull be obtained from eighteen reports rather
than from wasting his time thumbin? through the ei?hty-three
reports which were previously placed on bin desk. It was








receptive attltu -e to the adoption of such a
completely revolutionary system of reduction In paper /ork that
so much was accompli ahn
;,h the Installation of electronic computers ser-
ious thought oust be given to requirements for the ready avall-
abilit,' of information can lsal to iccumulation of masses
of data of "ionable value.
Reduction in the quantity of reports and forms is one
aim of control, but an equally important one ic to improve
the quality of existing raports. In Miking jrvey of the
existing reports the folio ir - type of questions should re -ulre
explicit answers from the requestor:
1. Is the requestor identified on t' ort'
2. Are there standard instructions for its preparation?
3. 'vhat is/ar: roason(s) for rS
4. Vhat 13 done with report when received?
5. From whom is report to be recelv?
6. Are there any other related reports?
7. t la the eat' an hour requirement to
prepare the report?
This type of questioning rehires enough research that
the requestor will often voluntarily give up the report.
*
The report's control system of the Navy administered
by the Administrative Office of the Secretary has not proved
nearly as effective as in the case of the manufacturing concern
cited. The size of the organization, the Ilvi3ion of respon-
sibility for running the operating forces an' the shore estab-
%.3. Adams & R. F. Neuschel, "Converting Management Re-
ports into Profit Builders," The Controller . (October 19^5) P.145.







lishment and the defeatest attitude occasioned by the magnitude
of the job of the personnel appointed to carry the program Into
effect Joined to reduce the results of a renewed effort In this
direction starte d taaediatelj following ..'or .r II. The
control currently in effect is little more than a consolidated
11 ting of all recurrli vorts re uents gathered as a
result of a directive re lUlrlng approval from the Office of
the Chief of Naval Operations of each report requirement put
on the operating forces. 1 There is a Navy-wl le requirement
that each bureau or office requiring reports muot designate
reports control personnel to review reporting re \uirements
regularly
.
Fundamentally, the report's control system of the
Navy as set up by the .decretory o : Navy in 1947 MM es-
tabll. to include six separate but related objectives:
1. :e.luce the volume of reports, a present problem
in the Navy.
2. Simplify reports; there are stiil too many compli-
cated reports.
3. *• productive ork the manpower now
be in* spent in prepsrins, distributing, receiving, re-
vie-Jin.- and filing unnecessary reports.
4. Improve necessary reports.
5. Control future reports.
6. Maintain a l1 report information on a current basis.
2
-HJ. S. Navy Department, "Reduction of Volume of Recurring
Reports required from the Operating Forces," OPNAV IN3TR.





Navy , Reports Analynls and Control Program Manual
.






Ineffeoti e as thia program has appeared to be It was
estimated from reports received from the- field activities and
rating forces that in the first year after its inception
1,659,701 hour* were vail: 'or more essential work
by the elimination of unnecessary reports and improvements in
reaainlr: orts."*- .hile this saving is not insignificant It
is only a beginning. Any conversation on thll sublet with
representatives of field or operating units will verify the fact
t only a beginning has been made in th* Navy.
Internment control of reports and report forms not only
Increases the value of th arts, out it al3o reduces the
cost of preparing them by such a simple devise as insuring
that ipaolng between lines on forms is identical to type-
writer line spacin
.
Thought should al30 be given to the
size of the for ; u to see if it cannot be arranged on paper that
will fit into th* of office machine normally used in its
preparation and available in an average business office.
Effect or f e General Economy and the Growth Trend of the
Company on the Re porting. System
have seen that th* purposes of developing a report-
ing system were to furnish data to all levels of management







evaluate their performance. Naturally In developing a product
In a new line frequent factual information will be required.
In operating I in a questionable economy much closer
control will be necessary than if profits are practically
automatic became of the surplus of demand over supply. In
either case the reporting system should provide management with





Modern business of any substantial size cannot be
managed Intelligently without a continuous and organized
flow of information about the en-zironment in hich it functions,
its operating plana, and the actual results of its operations.!
Current publications bavo enlarged the responsibilities to
provide thia flow of in ~oa to m aent in industry.
Jr. Howard hitler, ctor of Statistics and Analysis,
of the National Banner* a Association, baa divided the reporting
sy steal into five QOmponentOI





Another authority maintains that the development of
internal reports presents three challenges:
1. To conceive and design the most effective type
of report,
2. To gather and process the- proper basic information.
3. To establish acceptance and usefulness of reporting.
3
^Bradshaw & Hull, op. clt
. , p. 51.
o
*H, Stler, Lecture to Navy Graduate Comptrollership
Group, George feahington tJnl * I an, Feb. 16, 1956.




The last Item mentioned In both listings is only re-
cently ailed as a component of the reporting system.
The frequency of misinterpretation aril misuse of
data presented ia Incredible, the lack of un 'erstanUn* of
the purposes an! 11 it tions of various tv->es of reports In-
dicates a need to or «er the lata and the presentation to areas
familiar to the receiver, for these reasons particular attention
will be given to the newer practices in re ortin?. Much in-
formation is readily available on the standard financial reports;
such as the balance sheet and the profit ani I030 statements.
These reports were designed to show the financial position of
the company an" the effect of operations on the financial
position, respectively. lie each of tl^eae reports does play
an Important part as a control measure, especially when esti-
mated reports are jeve loped, it is felt that a study tf the
more recent tren is has more merit at this time.
very organisation re • aires internal reoorts that
are in ivi :ually tailored to its needs. No rigid classifica-
tions can be made of these reports, but for purposes of dis-
cussion we will U3e the term operating reports as the category
comprising control ani informational or staff reports. The
control report implies that a standard, forecast or budget has
been previously 0l ined an! that regularly deviations from
the plans are reported. The frequency of the report Is de-






pendent on the subject matter an the desires of management,
Thi .e of report is In great favor in practically all types
of business operations, as well as government to . Those
enterpr". l ' ? not /elop a plan for the
future often tlM past performance as a basi a for comparison.
For example, a ooa • current monthly
sale 3 with the net sales for thi onth last year.
While thi : of co trol report la looking backward it !• a
beginning an! the next step in efficie ;ill be easy to take
3ince it involves thi develo; of a pi nad sales figure and
a i actual with thi pi look to thi future
rather than to the past.
The control report is normally used as a yardstick
for control of operations ay lndicatln 3d corrective
action. The b : is thi oldest and nost frequently used of
all control La, If thi comv ret la an integrated
financial plan it adapts itself readily to UM as a control
device. It will antlolpat notty problems to be met by
the business.
.
.Only as it is adhered to by top, mi ale and
all other aanageaant ke on a real lng, Such
cooperation can be expected only If thi figures contained
/e real meaning to them, Each r or foreman
taould either prepare his own preliminary b hould







He then feels a responsibility for meeting that potential and
will assume an attitude of satisfaction in Improving on his
own estimate
.
A modern refinement of control reporting is the develop-
ment of the control chart.
This chart is designed to do two things:
1. It compares actual performance with a predeter-
mined standard of performance,
2. It indicates whether variations from the standard
index are significant.
^
The chart is simple to develop statistically. It consists
of two horizontal lines known as the upper control limit and
the lower control limit . These lines are equidistant from
the standard index line and are located along a vertical axis
at values previously determined as the outer limits of accept-
able deviation from the standard. Actual data is then plotted
on this form. Points which fall beyond the control limits are
said to be out of control. Installation of this type of pre-
sentation requires the services of some one versed in statistics.
Once established, any intelligent clerk can plot the actual
figures. The simplicity of the presentation provides for rapid
recognition of danger areas. Neither this nor any control
lj. L. Pierce, "The Budget Comes of Age," Harvard
Business Review . Vol, 32, No 3, (May -June 1954) pp. 53-66.
%. L. Jones, Statistical Technl :ues for Managerial
Control . A paper presented at a Quality Control Conference,








device will correct not-standard performance. It does aid in
pointing out deficiencies.
An even newer statistical approach to control is
provided through "operations research. H Mathematical and
scientific formulae are applied to provide concrete solutions
to the everyday problems confronting the modern executive. 1
These problems are usually not simple, but involve decisions
which effect other problems as well. The general nature of
the problems is to find the best solution for spreading limited
resources among a number of competing demands. Typical examples
are:
1. To find the shipping program that will crive the
lowest freight cost.
2. What products to make and what processes to use.
3. How to get lowest cost production.
4. What the most profitable combination of price
and volume is.
The installation of this technique requires the assist-
ance of specialists in learning its application. Once management
has become accustomed to basing its decisions on factual inform-
ation, intuition moves back in importance as a basis for decision
making.
3
Informational or staff reports are intended to present
and Interpret facts to management for use in planning and policy
^T. (J. McOowan, "Modern Tools for Better Management,"
Dun*s Review of Modern Industry, October 1953. p. 53.
2American Management Association, How H. J. Heinz Manages
Its Financial Planning and Control . Financial Management Series,
No. 106, (New York: 1953)
3a Henderson & R. Schlaifer, "Mathematical Programming,"










The best known of the informational internal reports
is the trend report which compares current operations with those
of other periods in order to point out changes. For example,
in a rapidly expanding company the relation of each of the
components of the current assets or liabilities to the total
assets or liabilities respectively; even more significant,
perhaps, is the changing relationship over a period of time
between cost of 300.1a sold and net sales.
Many companies today believe that the ultimate measure
of financial success of a business establishment is the return
on the investment employed. The DuPont Company, considered a
very progressive corporation by management engineers, as well
as by other corporations, is an ardent advocate of this belief.
The formula for letsrmining their return on investment is to
multiply the Turnover by Earnings as per cent of Sales . Turnover
is Sal?s iivided by Total Investment . Earning,
8
as per cent of
Sales , of course, is Earnings divided by Sales . In multiply-
ing th-se two fractions the Sales cancel out and we have left
Earnings divided by Total Investment . DuPont leaves Sales in
the final picture in order to develop what they believe to be
an important trend ratio. The entire Chart system which has
«
^eckert & Wlllson, op. clt
. p. 90.
^American Management Association, How the DuPont Organi-
zation Appraises its Performance . Financial Management Series,







been used so successfully at DuPont for almost thirty years Is
based on the Turnover on Investment Formula.
Very closely related to the trend report la the analyt-
ical report which deals with the make up of current assets, of
the investments, or in analysis of selling expenses, et cetera.
In both the trend and the analytical report percentages may be
used entirely. The introduction of this statistical refinement
must not be made if it confuses the i^sue in any way.
Typical of the reports used to keep management informed
are those of the Carrier Corporation. The Carrier Corporation
among other things manufactures air conditioning units and is
in a highly competitive fieli. The close control of all phases
of operations is mandatory. Management follows operations by
means of the following reports:
Carrier Corporation
A LIST OF PRINCIPAL MAXA0SKKBZ REPORTS
1. Long-range forecasts
a. Sales forecast, by divisions and by products
b. Forecast of operating results
c. Forecast of financial position
2. Annual budget, presented in the form of a profit and loss
statement and balance sheet by months, supported by de-
tailed statements of sales, costs, expenses, anl planned
capital expeniitures
3. Directors' reort, a monthly commentary report on opera-
tions with supporting balance sheet, profit and loss








4. Other monthly operations reports
a. Division
b. District
c. Product profit and loss statement
d. Comparison of Job costs with estimates
e. Reports of activities by division heads
5. Special reports to the management group
a. Covered by summaries
i. Weekly activity repprt
ii. V/eekly report of actual progress compared to
planned progress in brlnrinT out new products
ill. Monthly expenses as compared to budget
iv. Analysis of inventory position
v. Monthly comparison of financial position
with forecast
vi. Monthly report of status of receivables
vii. Reports of variations from standard costs:
separate reports on material variance, labor
variance, and various controllable expenses
b. Received "as is"
i. ^Weekly summary of field reports on the business
outlook
ii. ^Weekly report of orders booked
iii. *Weekly report of shipments
iv. ^Weekly report of inventories
v. Report of appropriations
vi. Daily report of financial position
vii. Report of total employed and turnover
viii. Monthly report of prospective business 1
Reviewed in considerable detail at regular weekly meetings of
the Officer's Group.
The need for presentation of all types of reports to
top level management has loner been felt, but the extension of
this aid to good business practices to the middle management










level is fairly recent. Many large companies, even today, do
not see the need to pass any information to the minor supervisor,
or foreman. It is with this foreman, however, that control
begins. He is responsible for saving, through efficiency, in
both material and man power usage. Improper use of machinery
can certainly effect the net worth of any corporation. He is
that part of management who builds morale amon? the workers,
who passes on or creates spirit ani enthusiasm amon? the in-
dividual performers. 1
What types of information should be provided this
level? Obviously, the answer is "that type of infor ration it
needs to function properly." Such information should include:
. .
.labor efficiency report designed to measure
productivity in either hours or other units he will
readily understand; report on material usage and scrap;
production forecast; production schedules and, at least
one overall report showing what the rest of the company
is doin;? in relation to his specialty. 2
A report may meet every criteria of a good report, a
reporting system can include all the factors of an effective
reporting system, but to serve as a key to management control
all this is of no avail if it is not understood and accepted by
the receiver. Presentation of a report might be compared to a
television program.
^Heckert & Willson, op. clt .. p. 414.
2D. C. 3uhr, "Increasing Foreman Effectiveness with











For a program to be effective three things are
essential: The receiver must be tuned for reception,
the transmitter mu:?t be tuned for sen liner, and you must
select the best wave length. *•
In selecting the medium through which a renort can
best be presented the reporter has several choices:
1. The written approach
2. Flash statistics - Monthly Summaries
3. Flash Analysis - Statistical highlight!
4. Analytical review - Statistical review
5. Reference Book - Statistical data book
6. Personal approach - Oral report
7. Verbal approach - Briefing session
8. Visual all approach
a. Briefing session
b. Charts, graphs, etc
c. Chart Room2
The current trend in presentation is toward the visual
aid approach. .'ithout doubt visual presentation is the most
effective means of bringing important facts and relationships
to the attention of officers, directors, an3 top management
. .
.
Information that must be ferreted out of a conventional
budget is revealed by a glance at a graphic bud get.
3
So much emphasis is given to the possibilities of
presenting cumbersome statistics by means of graphics that
anyone responsible for effective reporting should have some
authentic guide lines immediately available or the zealous
*M, J. Dooher & V. Marquis, Effective Communication on
the Job . American Management Association, (New York: 1956) p. 86.
2U. S. Navy, To Communicate TopsiJe . Handout, Navy
Comptroller Deve lopme nt C our s e , (September 1955), (No pages
indicated)
.
*W, J. Eiteman, Graphic Budgets
.
(Ann Arbor: The Masterco






graphics enthusiast may over-sell the program. Realizing
this the Army has ions extensive research in this line and
has summarized their finding! in a chapter entitled Graphic
Presentation in a publication of Standards of Statistical Pre -
sentation
.
According to this study graphics have four important
uses:
1. To emphasize the main numerical facts.
2. To uncover facts that mi^ht be overlooked in
text or tabular presentation.
3. To summarize a cumbersome mass of tabular data.
4. To all variety to text or tabular material,
thus making tha report more interesting to look at and
easier to real an] understand.
In statistical presentation, uses 1 an 3 2 are the
main reasons for usln? graphics: 3 anj 4 are usually
added to the report as by-products of 1 and 2. By
itself, use h is seldom sufficient reason for using
graphics. 3-
The visual aids approach has certain advantages and
disadvantages which should be recognized in considering whether
to use graphic presentation or not. The following is presented
as a quick check-off device:
PROS ANJ COKS OF GRAPHIC PRESENTATION
Advantages
1. ^UICK: Shows the main feature of the data at a
glance.
2. FORCEFUL: Carries much more emphasis than text
or tables.
U. S, Army, Standards of Statistical Presentation
.





3. CONVINCING: Proves the point instead of mere stating it.
4. COMPACT: Packs a lot of information in a small space.
5. IN^
1 ING: Easier to look at than text or tables.
I
Disadvantages
1. TECHNICAL: Some reaiers not familiar with statistical
graphics.
2. D )ING: Takes special "know how": to design effective
graphics.
3. C03TLY: Taxes more time, also/ skilled help.
4. NOT AL USABIE: 3ome .lata are not suitable for
graphic presentation.
5. NOT PRECISE: Cannot be quoted like text or tables. 1
When the possible disadvantages have all been weighed
and seem to present no disproportionate element serious consider-
ation should be given to this type of presentation because it
has much appeal. In studyin? the learning process it tuti been
determined that learning through seeing is 37/6 effective alone,
while hearing is only about 1% effective alone.
2
It is Just as necessary to give great thought to the
selection of the right kini of graph or chart as it is in pre-
paring the written report. Basically a chart should tell only
one thing. It should be complete in itself, but usually does
accompany some sort of data, or tabulated statistics. Since
specialists are usually employed to design the one best chart
for the situation, we shall go on with one word of warning:
1Ibid, p. 3.
o







Keep any graphic presentation simple
.
It is realized that only highlights of current trends
have been Jiscussed in this chapter. The principles mentioned
are considered representative. Each company exists in its own
atmosphere and the reports must be geared to the desires of the
management of that company.
. *I
CHAPTER V
THE COMPTROLLER'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR REPORTING
The comptroller has sometimes been described as the
company coordinator. The functions of the comptroller have
been listed by many writers and groups. Perhaps the most often
quoted are those defined by the Controller's Institute. From
one of these listings of six paragraphs the following pertin-
ent quotations are taken:
... to report . . . the results of operations




report on the validity of the objectives
of the business and on the effectiveness of its policies,
organization structures and procedures in attaining
these objectives,





report on the effect of external influences
on the attainment of objectives of the business. 1
The Standard Oil Company of California instigated a
study to determine the relation of the Secretary, Treasurer,
and Comptroller in leading American companies which were re-
cognized for their excellent management practices. A summary




4. The interpretative function, incluiin^ the pre-
paration, analysis, and explanation of financial facts,
figures, ani statistics to assist the lirectors, officers
^C. A. Smith & J. (J, Ashburne. "Internal Blueprint: The
Controller Reports to Top Management, The Controller . (Decem-















and general management of the company in the formulation
of plans and policies, the measurement of results or
other purposes of internal or external use. . ,*
The basic function of the comptroller is to take
accounting out of its straight Jacket; so that it can be
used by practical management.
2
According to the by-laws of the U. S. Steel Corporation
included in the comptroller's duties we find
... he shall be the principal officer in charge of
accounts of the company.
. .
He shall prepare and interpret
all statistical records and reports and all financial
statements anil reports of the company whether for internal
or external use.^
The President and General Manager of General Foods,
Ltd., Toronto, recently stated that
. . .
the controller must be an executive able to
report clearly and meaningfully to us the deviations from
the plan. He'll give us:
Facts and information on which to base decisions.
Tools for me in my function of coordinating and planning.^"
It appears from this that the comptroller is generally
considered responsible for the reporting function in industry.
His responsibility for interpreting results also seems to be
universal in industry.
^J. H. Jickson, The Controller: His Functions and Or-
ganization
.
(Cambridge: HarvarJ University Press, 1943) p. 20.
2Ibld, p. 28.
5Ibid, p. 21.
H. P. Buetow an: L. A. Miliar, "The President Looks








The success of a business depends upon management's
decisions. These should be based largely on facts and
their interpretation, supplied by the controller's
department. 1
The comptroller cannot be an automation, as the old
accountant is pictured, but must be a "human engineer bringing
the gap between a mass of meaningless figures and their trans-
lation into purposeful activity." 2
The controller's responsibility on reports is to
supply information at reasonable intervals irrespective
of whether management acts upon it or not. Many times
management desires to be alerted to situations, but de-
sires confirmation of a development before acting. A
controller who is truly a part of management does not
hesitate to note unsatisfactory conditions; nor does he
hesitate to supply his analysis of significant trends
reflected in the month-by-month operating figures.
3
Management as a group shares with the comptroller the
Job of establishing good reports.^ This point was stressed by
Mr. Van Pelt, the Comptroller of Kendall Company, when he stated
that his responsibility was to Jesign in finished form the
reports that were desired by the operating Committee of which
he was a member.
5
When analyzing reports the comptroller should be
notivated by the following answers to the questions as to
1H. F. Walton. Controller's Reports to Management
(Controllers' Institute of America, New York, 1949), p. 22.
Heckert & Willson, on. clt
. , p. 424.
^Neumann, op. clt .. p. 468.
Sutherland, op. clt .. p. 175.
^J. V, Van Pelt, III, Lecture to the Navy Graduate Comp-









why, what, when, to whom, where and how to report.
Why? To aid the boas in reaching sound decisions.
What? A critical examination of facts to evaluate progress
and deficiencies.
When? Continually - present results periodically.
To Whom? It's everybody's business.
Where? At all levels of organizational responsibility.
How? By careful planning -Thorough preparation - effective
presentation.
1
Within the Navy, the directive which promulgated policies
for the establishment of comptroller organizations in bureaus,
headquarters offices, major administrative fleet commands and
field activities of the Navy and Marine Corps emphasized the
analysis and interpretative components of the reporting system;
assigned the comptroller responsibility for improving budget
formulation and execution through collection and utilization of
accounting and program data at all organization levels; and
required that he provide concisely to the commanding officer the
basic data essential for efficient economical and effective
p
management.
A close review of the functions assigned to the Navy
Comptroller shows him in a position analogous to that of the
corporate controller.
The Navy Comptroller has the responsibility for keeping
Navy Management informed. To do this effectively he has
MHI—IIMI ! || I! !! » !.» Wi l l .—III. —.HI I I I HI II ! I Ill !. ...H.IHHH—WW—
^U. S. Army, A Practical Guide to Review and Analysis,
op. clt .. p. 58.
6
SecNav Instruction 5400.4, Establishment of comptroller
organizations in bureaus, headquarters, offices, and field
activities of the Navy and Marine Corps. 18 November 1953.









established a routine system of progress and statistical re-
ports using the budget and related data as the basic document.
The terminology used is geared to the desires of the individual
receivers, whether it be the Bureau of the Budget, the Secretary
of Defense, or Congress. Under the current ay stem all statistics
are based on the actual accounting records maintained by the
responsible appropriation administrators, but all data going
outsi de the Navy must be cleared through a centralized agency,
the Navy Comptroller.
The form of reports presentation include oral, written,
tabulated data, statistical summary cards, statistical high-
light charts, reference data books and any other form which is
considered by specialists trained in presentation methods as
being the best media for the particular situation. Since the
Navy's financial system follows the organization pattern re-
porting through normal communication channels is axiomatic.
Mr. Lundell, Director of Progress Reports and Statis-
tics Division of the Navy Comptroller Office, stressed the
Necessity of establishing and identifying a plan before pre-
paring any report; the need to design the report and the pre-
sentation media to follow progress according to plan; and the
advisability of making decision? on basis of comparison between
the original plan and actual data. This latter criteria does
not preclude including revised plan data, but executives need








the basis that the boss may be too busy to digest detailed
statistics, but that he must be kept informed the Navy Comp-
troller prepares a Monthly Summary Reference Data Book built
up on a headline approach idea wherein the title tells the story.
Each top executive receives a personal copy with items of special
interest to him red-pencilled.
^
From this discussion it can be seen that the reporting
system to top management of the Navy is designed around the
basic criteria for effective reporting. Responsibility for
reporting to middle and lower levels of management in the Navy
is the responsibility of the bureau and field activity comp-
trollers. Under this decentralized system each bureau has
designed its own reporting system aroun" the criteria directed
by higher command an"1 the requirements of their inlividual
executives and activities.
The factor of report's control is not an essential
function of the Comptroller's organization in the Navy, but is
administered by the Management Staff of the Administrative
office of the Secretary. As previously mentioned the decentral-
ized responsibility in the Navy reporting system and the inter-
mingling responsibilities between the shore establishment and
the operating forces complicates installation of oontrol
measures.
^r, E. D. Lundell, Lecture to Navy Graduate Comptroller-











Whether it be In a coranivrcial type organization or
in the government the comptroller responsibility in the report-
ing system extends beyond the preparation of the report. Mr.
J. B. Heckert has summarized the controller's reporting re-
sponsibilities quite accurately:
Preparation of reports does not in itself complete
the responsibility of the controller or bulget executive.
He must know his company, its policies and methods. . .
He must know their difficulties and be sympathetic with
their problems.
.
.He must not assume the role of chief
executive, but he should attempt to interpret the policies
and program of the company as the chief executive would
like them to be known and followed.
1
Only through constant participation in the atmosphere where
management problems are considered can the comptroller be most
effective.
The controller must be a part of management, and must
be so considered by other members. He must use and under-
stand the reports and statements that he can be sympathetic
to the needs of the rest of management. He must educate
management to the best use of management controls supplied,
and must persuade management to use them. 2
While the controller must be thoroughly familiar with
the organization of which he is a part his responsibility in
reporting is limited as is so well described by Mr. Vatter:
. .
.but he cannot serve effectively as a controller
if he attempts to take over the responsibilities which he
is supposed to check an 3 report upon.
3
J. B. Heckert, Business Budgeting ami Control
.
(New
York: The Ronal 5 Press, 1946) p. 459.
2Walton, op. cit .. p. 22


















3. Accounting and other records
4. Reports
5. Standards of performance
6. Internal auditing!
Eaoh of these elements plays a significant role in
successful operation of any activity, but they are merely
tools. Organizations are successful or not because of the
people In them. Each of these tools muat be geared to the
spscific operation concerned. The procedures prescribe the
routines to be followed to operate effectively. Accounting
and other records have control value only when the individual
transactions have been carefully screened an.1 have channeled
into timely summary reports. Standards of performance can be
meticulously engineered yardsticks for performance measurement,
but they are meaningless if not unierstool by the management
level that uses and Interprets them. Internal aulit relies
for its effectiveness on reporting of the fin-in^s to the proper
people. The organization structure is the framework that pro-
vides communication channels. 3ome way these elements must be








coordinated into working units. This can be ;1one through com-
plementing them with a dynamic system of reports designed to
provide the intelligence to management which can be gained
through their several applications.
It is almost impossible to overemphasize the impor-
tance of reports as a medium of administrative informa-
tion and control. The role of reports is so important in
business that no supervisor can neglect them.l
No system for providing management with information
can replace need for Judgment, vision, resourcefulness and
skill in human relations on the part of management.
Successful application of the reporting system can
bring out the qualities of an executive by making him
better informed and by focusing his attention on the
factors that have a major bearing on profit re suits.
2
Mr. McGlnnis, Manager of the Control Section, Koppers
Company has expressed the relation of reports to other control
measure as M
. .
.Reports should be looked upon as management's
means of measuring the effectiveness of all other means of
control and of doing something about the future. M3
The ultimate potential of reports as a control media
then is dependent on a number of factors:
1. The ability of the reporter to prepare ani present
a good report which is concise, complete, factual, timely, and
simple and that fulfills the objective for which it was designed.
2Adama & Neuschel, op. clt
.. p. 145.




2. The development of a reporting system that provides
complete coverage of operations and polnts-up danger areas in
the normal course of preparation, but which incorporates enough
flexibility to provide quick information when any special
situation arises.
3. The defining of the responsibility for the pre-
paration and control of reports in one individual with the proper
sensitivity, training and ability to pro luce objective analysis
in a clear logical manner; who understand the organization;
who has an appreciation of the responsibilities ani comprehensive
capabilities of the various levels of management; an! who keeps
abreast of the most recent developments in statistical and other
roportin
4. A receptive attitude on the part of management to
attain the maximum benefits from the reporting system.
Controllershlp summarizes by means of the financial
and operating statements and supplementary reports, and
these are the two principal tools of management control.
Really effective controllership goes further: it analyzes
and interprets plans and facts and offers constructive
criticism, and by means of formal reports or informal
discussions it keeps constantly before management the




The potential importance of reports as a control device
for management seems obvious. Few people in administrative
capacities in government have not felt the burden of reporting
D. R, Anderson, Practical Controllers! lp . (Chicago:





requirements for which there seemed no valid reason. Dr.
Morris E. Hurley of Syracuse University has provided an optimis-
tic viewpoint for such situations and also a fitting con-
clusion for this study.
Many leading business administrators who climbed
the ladder of success at an early a?e with surprising
ease attribute their flr3t "break" and a goodly portion
of their subsequent success itself to their training in
the writing of effective business reports ... It is
difficult to over-emphasize the fundamental importance
of business reports in the art of business administration.!
1M. E. Hurley, Elements of Business Administration .
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